
IntroductIon

How many times have we heard the words, “Politics 
are boring”? From an educator’s perspective, this is a 
motivating phrase and a challenge because democracy is at 
the very centre of Canadian society. As Canadian citizens, 
we all have a responsibility to uphold a healthy democracy. 
It is important that students be aware of their role and be 
inspired to participate in the democratic process. 

Canadian Geographic Education and the Cable Public 
Affairs Channel (CPAC) have come together in a unique 
opportunity to engage students in democratic literacy with  
a giant floor map detailing all of Canada’s 338 federal 
ridings. The map is accompanied by 11 curriculum- linked 
learning activities designed to teach primary to senior 
students about the many facets of a democratic society. 
Students will be given the chance to map out evolving 
federal riding boundaries, learn about the electoral and 
appointment process of key members in a democracy, 
explore the roles of the media, identify the symbols that 
represent us and much more. Not enough room for a 
giant floor map? The tiled map of CPAC Route 338 can be 
printed in separate pieces and arranged together in your 
own class room. You can download the titled map here: 
canadiangeographic.com/educational_products/giant_
floor_maps.asp or Route338.ca.

Canadian Geographic Education and CPAC are proud to make 
this innovative educational resource available to educators 
and students across Canada. Educators are encouraged 
to explore and use the resources in fun and creative 
ways to respond to student interests, increase student 
engagement, and deepen student learning. Comments 
on your experience with the map are always welcome at  
info@cangeoeducation.ca or at route338@cpac.ca.
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about thIs resource

PrImary level
1. I bEloNG
Through song, students will reflect on 
their roles, rights and responsibilities 
within their communities.

2. SYmbolS - FlAGS
Students will learn about the use of  
symbols to represent different 
communities and the importance  
of being inclusive.

JunIor/ 
IntermedIate levels
3. lEvElS ANd bRANCHES  
oF GovERNmENT
Who is in charge of what? This 
activity will clarify the roles and key 
responsibilities of the different levels 
and branches of government.

4. FACES ANd PlACES
Students will use coordinates to   
identify and locate places and 
important milestones in Canada’s 
history on the map.

IntermedIate level 
5. bouNdARIES HERE oR 
THERE? WHY CARE?
Students will explore the process of 
updating federal riding boundaries and 
complete a scavenger hunt on the map 
to learn about the demographics in 
different Canadian regions.

6. INCluSIvE dEmoCRACY
This activity gives students the 
chance to calculate and represent 
the population density, as well as to 
analyse the ethnocultural diversity 
and languages distribution across  
different ridings.

7. A dAY IN THE lIFE...
Students will learn about the roles  
and responsibilities of members  
of Parliament in ottawa and in  
their ridings.

IntermedIate/  
senIor levels
8. ElECTEd oR APPoINTEd!
Students will explore the election and 
appointment process for the Governor 
General, the Prime minister, members  
of Parliament, Senators and Supreme 
Court Justices.

9. WoRd oN THE STREET
After watching a segment of  
CPAC’s Outburst, students will 
determine and evaluate how public 
opinion is influenced by regional, 
federal or international events and  
the surrounding human and  
physical geography.

senIor level 
10. mEdIA mATTERS
Students will learn to distinguish 
fact and opinion, news reporting and 
commentary, when reporting on a 
news story, as well as how significant 
events are influenced by the local 
human and physical geography.

11. WHEN A bIll  
bEComES lAW
Students will learn how bills and 
private members’ bills are passed, and 
reflect on the process and its efficacy 
in representing Canadians.
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LeveLs and branches 
of government2

Introduction  
Allow time for students to observe the giant floor map as they stand around it. Ask 
them what they see (symbols, colours, shapes, words, etc.) and what they think each 
thing represents.  draw their attention to the inset maps and ask what they see. 
Explain that it’s a way to show the detail of certain cities that are too small on the big 
map to show in full. Explain that all the space inside the border represents Canada, 
the country in which we live. Have a few students place chains around the border 
of your province or territory and name it. Next, ask a student to place a pylon on 
your city, town or village and have them sit down beside it. Explain that they live in 
the country of Canada, in the province/territory of ____________, and the city/town/
village of ________. Create a chant with the students and set it to actions to help them 
remember. 

We go to -insert school name- (student who placed pylon sitting at city, town or village 
location stands up), 
in -insert city, town or village name- (same student holds up pylon to indicate the city, 
town or village), 
in –insert province/territory- (students who placed chains around provincial/territorial 
boundary stand up), 
in Canada (the rest of the class sitting on the Canadian border stands up). 
You go and I go to -insert school name-, in -insert city, town or village name-, in –insert 
province/territory-, in Canada. 

Students may use musical instruments (maracas, bells, shakers, triangles, rattle 
drum, etc.) to keep a beat going or clap their hands. 

development
Have students think about the communities or groups that they are a part of (family, 
classroom, school, cultural/linguistic group, etc.). What role do they play in helping 
their  community or group? What responsibilities do they have? What rights (what 
every human being deserves) do they have in their community? Ask students to 
write, draw or act out their roles, rights and responsibilities in their communities. 
They may use the my Goals card for this. Seated on the map, have students share 
their roles with the class and explain one at a time how they help their community.

Introduce the concept of democracy and laws by leading a discussion with students 
about rules at home and what purpose they serve. Who makes these rules (parents, 
guardians, family members, etc.)? What are some rules in the classroom? Who 
makes those rules (agreement between teacher and students)? What are some rules 
at school? Who makes those rules (principal, school board or government)? What are 
some rules that we find in the community? Who makes those rules (government)?

Grade level
 Z Primary

time required
 Z 60–75 minutes

at the end of this activity, 
students will…

 Z be able to name  
political institutions;

 Z be able to locate and name their 
community on a map, name its 
province/territory, and understand 
that it is within Canada;

 Z reflect on their role, rights and 
responsibilities to themselves,  
in their family, in their 
communities (local, provincial/
territorial, national);

 Z explore what it means to  
be a responsible citizen;

 Z identify characteristics, rights 
and responsibilities of being a 
responsible citizen.

materials
 Z Chains
 Z Pylon
 Z Parliament of Canada  
in ottawa card (1)

 Z Canadian Senate card (1)
 Z my Goals card (1)
 Z Paper
 Z Writing materials
 Z musical instruments (optional)

set-up
make copies of the my Goals card for 
every student. 

 

1 I belonG
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LeveLs and branches 
of government2

Explain to students that in Canada, adults (people over 18) are part of a democratic process 
in which they choose to make rules for all Canadians to follow and to help protect the 
rights of everyone. Canadians select people to represent them and these representatives 
go to ottawa, where they discuss current rules and possible new ones to take care of us, 
to protect us, to... (let students answer). Introduce your member of Parliament to your 
students (if possible, invite your local mP to visit your class/school) and explain that they 
represent your community in the House of Commons in ottawa. Have a student place the 
Parliament of Canada card and the Canadian Senate card on ottawa.

conclusion
Have students sit on the border around the full map of Canada to review the key concepts 
they learned in this activity. Have the whole class repeat the chant with one student at a 
time inserting their roles as follows:

We live in -name of town, city or village in which they reside-.
Which is in -province or territory- 
Which is in Canada. 
And I -insert role in their community-

Continue with the chant until all students have said their role in the community.

once all students have reviewed the overall structure of Canadian society and who their 
mP is, play a quick game of I Spy asking students to stand on the appropriate places on 
the maps. For example, “I spy with my little eye manitoba.”

extend your geographic thinking
After your students have reflected on the roles that they play in their communities, ask 
them to help make a list of characteristics, rights and responsibilities that make a good 
citizen* (stewardship towards the environment, digital citizenship, participation in 
democratic processes, critical thinkers, staying informed, asking questions, seeking out 
a variety of sources for information, etc.). Have students write their own characteristics, 
rights and responsibilities in their my Goals card. They can also illustrate these  
characteristics, rights and responsibilities. Now, ask them to set goals for themselves, 
which would help them become more responsible citizens. Their goals should be clear, 
precise, measurable and achievable. Set timelines to check in with the development and 
progress of the goals. 

*depending on the demographic of your class (permanent residents, landed immigrants, 
Canadian citizens, etc.), citizen can be a broad term to include residents or community 
members and not in a strict legal sense. 

1 I belonG
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Introduction  
In groups of two or more, have students draw a picture of something that represents 
themselves (family, soccer ball, hockey stick, singing, etc.). After the time is up, 
each student shows their drawing to their partner, and their partner guesses what 
the picture symbolizes. Ask students to look at the symbols used on the giant floor 
map. discuss what the different symbols represent. For example, the compass rose 
shows directions (North, East, South, West) on the map. discuss with students 
some of the traditions that they have in their families and ask them why traditions 
and symbols are important. Show students some examples of symbols used in 
Parliament, such as the sailor sculpture used to represent Atlantic fisheries, the orca 
located above the doorway of the Commonwealth Room used to represent the family 
crest of Walter Harris, the three maple leaves on the ceiling of the Senate Chamber 
used to represent all Canadians, the fleur-de-lys represents French heritage, and the 
lions on the Senate Chamber ceiling used to represent Canada’s historical ties to 
England (source: lop.parl.ca/About/Parliament/Education/SearchingForSymbols/
SymbolsGallery-e.asp). Why do you think these particular symbols were selected to 
represent some or all Canadians? do they represent you? Why or why not?

development
Hand out the Symbol cards, which show symbols found in Parliament and help 
students place the cards on the map to correspond to the different geographic 
regions of Canada. once they have placed the Symbol cards on the map, discuss 
with students the significance of the symbols to the geographic regions. What might 
be some reasons why this symbol would represent a particular region? Why would 
we choose certain symbols over others? 

Provide students with whiteboards and markers and ask them to design their own 
flags, using symbols to represent their community. discuss the information found 
on the Route 338 Fast Fact card and Route 338 website (route338.ca) corresponding 
to the students’ home riding to help them integrate more relevant components 
to their flag. Encourage students to explore the geographic information shown on 
the map. For example, if their riding is close to a body of water, they may want to 
include aquatic life or transportation symbols. Students may search the internet or 
use Google Street view to better understand the landscape of their riding. Have 
students think about who lives in their community. What languages do they hear in 
their community? What traditions do they see? Have them think about the different 
cultures and the symbols that are associated with them. For example, a fleur-de-lys 
can represent French heritage or a white infinity symbol, the métis. Have them think 
about different cultures and minorities in their communities such as Indigenous 
peoples and Francophones outside of Quebec. How can we represent them on our 
flags? How can a flag be inclusive of everyone?
 

Grade level
 Z Primary

time required
 Z 60–75 minutes

at the end of this activity, 
students will…

 Z Identify natural features and 
artificial structures in their 
communities and understand  
how they can be represented  
with symbols;  

 Z identify different groups in their 
communities and explain how they 
contribute to Canada’s diversity 
and inclusivity practices;

 Z understand the use of symbols to 
represent different communities 
(cultures, backgrounds, 
perspectives, etc.).

materials
 Z Whiteboards and markers 
 Z Symbol cards (10)
 Z Route 338 cards (338)
 Z venn diagram card (1)
 Z Coat of Arms card (1)
 Z laptop, tablet or smart device  
with internet access

set-up
Have whiteboards and markers set out 
around the map. make copies of the 
venn diagram card and the Coat of 
Arms card for each student.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

symbols - 
flaGs
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conclusion
once all students have created a flag, they will present it to the class. As a class, choose 
two flags to compare using the venn diagram handout. How are they different? How 
are they similar? Are they inclusive? do the flags have any symbols in common that were 
chosen to represent different things?

extend your geographic thinking
Have students each create a coat of arms for the classroom using the Coat of Arms 
card as a template. Remind them that it needs to reflect the diversity of the classroom 
(cultures, languages, traditions, etc.) and represent the physical landscape of the region 
where their school is located. display the different coats of arms around the class. Some 
students may wish to present their coat of arms to the school and explain the choice of 
symbols and their placement.
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LeveLs and branches 
of government2 LeveLs and branches 
of government

Introduction  
Encourage students to explore the giant floor map independently, asking them to 
find places of significance in their lives. Have a few share those places, then ask 
students in groups to find a large section of water on the map. Tell them that they are 
stranded on a life boat in this water and they have to figure out how to survive on it or 
escape. They must work together as a team. Have the different groups discuss how 
they would proceed. After a few minutes, have the groups share with the class. Some 
guiding questions: did you randomly select someone to lead the group? What were 
your criteria to select someone? did you all agree on the same person? did everyone 
participate? What would have been another way to find a solution? If a group does not 
follow a democratic process, discuss with students the pros and cons of not having 
chosen someone, or a few people, to lead the group toward a solution.

Explain to students that since Confederation in 1867, Canada’s system of government 
has relied on a democratic process to resolve issues and make decisions that affect 
all citizens. Ask students to think of examples of democracy they have experienced 
(student councils, class presidents, mock elections, etc.). discuss with students the 
following questions: 

•	 Is your family a democracy? Why or why not?
•	 Is the classroom a democracy? Why or why not?
•	 Is the school a democracy? Why or why not?
•	 Are there benefits to having a democracy?
•	 Are there drawbacks to having a democracy?

development
Present the following inquiry question to students: Is it important to have a system 
of government? Why or why not? Is Canada’s system of government an example of a 
democracy? Why or why not? 

For Intermediate students, present students with the british North America Act, 
1867 (bNA Act) (justice.gc.ca/eng/rp-pr/csj-sjc/constitution/lawreg-loireg/p1t11.
html), now known as the Constitution Act, 1867, which officially created the Canadian 
Confederation, as well as the Constitution Act, 1982 (laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/
Const/page-15.html#h-38), which led to Canadian independence. Have students 
stand on the four original provinces of Canada (New brunswick, Nova Scotia, upper 
Canada (southeastern ontario) and lower Canada (southern Quebec)), and look 
around at all the other land that was not a part of Canada at the time. The Constitution 
of Canada comprises of the Constitution Act of 1867 and the Constitution Act of 
1982 — the document that guides all government activity. It sets out the principles 
of democratic government in Canada, which includes three branches of government: 
executive, legislative and judiciary. divide the class in three and distribute one of the 
Three branches of Government cards to each group. Have each group locate 
the components of their branch on the map with pylons (e.g., the Executive 
and legislative branch pylons would go on ottawa, but the Judicial branch 
pylon would go on the multiple provincial and territorial capitals). Now, have 

Grade level
 Z Junior/Intermediate

time required
 Z 75–100 minutes

at the end of this activity, 
students will…

 Z identify Canada’s form  
of government;

 Z understand the importance of 
democratic principles for society;

 Z understand the roles and key 
responsibilities of the different 
levels of government in Canada;

 Z understand the roles and key 
responsibilities of the different 
branches of government  
in Canada;

 Z be able to explain the importance 
of civic engagement.

materials
 Z Three branches of Government 
cards (intermediate level) (3)

 Z Responsibility cards (28)
 Z levels of Government teacher 
reference card (junior level) (1)

 Z Chains
 Z Pylons

set-up
Read levels of Government teacher 
reference card.
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each group link the pylons to ottawa using chains. As they do it, have them explain what 
their branch does and who is a part of it.  by the end of this activity, there should be a web 
showing how the three branches of government are connected to each other on the map. 

For both intermediate and junior students, divide them into small groups to learn 
about the different levels of government in Canada: federal, provincial/territorial, and 
municipal. be sure to clarify that there are three branches of government as well as three 
levels of government. Review the levels of Government teacher reference card, then 
distribute two or three Responsibility cards to small groups of three. Each group will 
place the cards on the map near a geographically relevant place (on the whole country, 
in provinces/territories and on the insets to represent municipal government). For 
example, to indicate that “education” is the responsibility of the province or territory, 
place the card on its capital. once all the cards are placed on the map, go over them 
as a class to verify accuracy. discuss the distribution of responsibilities and how this 
distribution has shaped Canadian society. Inquire whether students would alter the 
distribution of responsibilities, using the map to illustrate their opinions. 

conclusion
To test the students’ understanding of the roles, components and responsibilities of 
each branch and level of government, play a game of “Simon Says”. Read out an issue 
or a topic, such as education or food security, and have students determine who is 
responsible. If it’s provincial/territorial, they will stand on the capital of a province 
or territory on the map. If it’s federal, they will stand on ottawa. If it is a municipal 
responsibility then they will stand on a city, town or district of their choosing. For 
branches of government, name the role or a component of the particular branch and 
students will have to stand on the appropriate location. For example, “Simon says, find 
where the prime minister lives.” The students would stand on ottawa and you would 
ask to which government branch does the Prime minister belong.

extend your geographic thinking
Have students reflect on these questions: What does democracy mean to you? How would 
you feel if someone came into your house, started telling you what to do, and you did not 
have a voice? Students will likely come to the conclusion that it would be unfair. draw 
a parallel to how Indigenous lands were acquired during the establishment of Canada. 
lead students into a discussion about the importance of First Nations governance and 
Aboriginal Self-Government (to have a voice, to reclaim territory, reconciliation dialogue, 
traditions, acknowledgement by the oppressor of historical oppression, etc.). Have 
students research a First Nations, Inuit or métis community that is self-governing or is 
advocating to be. Where is it located? What kind of decisions do they make? How did they 
become self-governing? Who makes these decisions? How is their government structured?
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levels and branches 
of Government3

some helpful websites for  
this extension: 

First Nations Governance   
cic.gc.ca/english/newcomers/
before-government.asp

Aboriginal Self-Government  
aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/ 
1100100016293/110010001629

Parliament of Canada  
parl.ca

http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/newcomers/before-government.asp
http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/newcomers/before-government.asp
http://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1100100016293/110010001629
http://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1100100016293/110010001629
http://www.parl.ca
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Introduction  
begin by asking students if they know what lines of latitude and longitude are. 
Explain that together these lines form an invisible grid on the globe, which allows 
people to determine the exact location of things. Explain that lines of latitude run 
East-West and divide the world into equal sized slices. Next, explain that lines of 
longitude run North-South and divide the globe into orange-slice segments. 

Have students find a place they have visited on the map of Canada. Ask students 
to locate the line of latitude closest to that location and walk along it moving east 
or west depending upon which side of the map is closest to their chosen location.  
once they have gone across the map, have them return to their original location. 
Have students do the same for the longitude closest to their location. Instruct them 
to identify the coordinates of their location — the degree of the line of latitude 
followed by the degree of the line of longitude. Encourage your students to be 
as specific as possible, using decimals, based on their skill level. Have students 
practice in groups of two or three. one student chooses a location and all three 
stand on the spot. The student who chose the location stays on the spot while the 
second student follows the latitude line and the third, the longitude line. The first 
student writes down the coordinates on some scrap paper. Each student in the 
group takes a turn at choosing a place and recording the coordinates. Afterwards, 
groups can switch coordinates and try to find new locations.

development
discuss with students what a milestone is, more specifically a political or social 
milestone for democracy (right to vote, language rights, Indigenous peoples’ rights, 
law recognizing women as people, patriation of the Constitution, etc.). distribute 
milestones in our democracy cards to students and ask students to locate them in 
the appropriate ridings. once all the cards have been correctly placed on the map, 
have each student work with two other class members to explain their milestone 
and share the coordinates. 

Grade level
 Z Junior/ Intermediate

time required
 Z 60–75 minutes

at the end of this activity, 
students will…

 Z use coordinates to identify and 
locate places and milestones  
on a map;

 Z understand the contributions of 
citizens to Canadian society;

 Z identify and explain patterns and 
trends of the location of significant 
events in Canada’s political and 
social history.

materials
 Z milestones in our  
democracy cards (66)

 Z Scrap paper and writing tools
 Z laptop, tablet or smart device with 
internet access
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conclusion
once all students have shared their milestones, discuss in small groups any patterns or 
trends they see with respect to the locations and times of the milestones. For example, 
they may see a link between social healthcare reforms and the Prairies or that political 
milestones in Quebec tend to take place in urban areas. Why would these milestones 
have taken place in these locations? What are the effects of these milestones on modern 
society (citizens, non-citizens, visible minorities, language minorities, policy making, 
environment, etc.)?

extend your geographic thinking
Have students find other milestones linked to democracy in the riding of their choice. 
How did the milestone contribute to shaping Canada’s democracy? How was it helpful 
or unhelpful? If any, what change did it effect? Have students look at the current issues 
that are being discussed and debated in Parliament and discuss what milestones they 
might see in the next five years.

CPAC | Teacher’s Guide | Activity 4 | Page 13
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Introduction  
begin by asking students to look at the borders of the electoral ridings. Explain 
that for the federal election, Canada has been divided into 338 electoral districts, or 
ridings, each of which is represented by a member of Parliament (mP) in the federal 
government. Review the roles of government from Activities 3 and 8 if students are 
unfamiliar with the definition of an mP. Next, have students locate their town on 
the map and determine the name(s) of their riding(s). Statistics Canada defines an 
electoral district as an area represented by a member of the House of Commons   (12.
statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2011/ref/dict/geo025-eng.cfm). Ask students to 
observe the boundaries of their electoral district and reflect on the following questions:

•	 What is the name of your riding? 
•	 Why might that name have been chosen for this riding?
•	 How big is your riding? (For this, have students refer to the scale and use 

a chain or their feet to figure out the dimensions of their riding and the 
area. For example, one and a half of their feet represents roughly 10 km 
on the map. From there they can measure the dimensions and estimate 
the total area in km2.) If you are looking at an inset map be sure to use 
the correct scale. 

•	 How many other ridings are touching your riding? 
•	 How does the size of your riding compare to others on the map?

development
Explain to students that the Constitution of Canada requires that the number 
of ridings, currently at 338, be updated after every 10-year census based on  
the Representation formula (elections.ca/content.aspx?section=res&dir=cir/red/
form&document=index&lang=e). According to Elections Canada, on average, 
63,000 to 120,000 people live in each riding. discuss what the inset maps are 
and why they had to be shown at their respective scales. Ask students if they 
think these ridings have always existed in the way that they do now. If not, what 
changes would have necessitated a revision of the riding boundaries? Explain 
that the riding boundaries are revised by 10 independent electoral boundaries 
commissions in each province with public hearings. (elections.ca/content.
aspx?section=res&dir=cir/red/rolecom&document=index&lang=e) Assign each 
student one riding and explore the Route 338 Fast Facts for that riding. Have them 
discuss the facts of their riding with two other class members.

Now that your students are more familiar with some of the ridings, divide students 
into six groups and assign each group a region of Canada (Prairies, Atlantic, 
urban –- inset maps, West, North and Central). distribute the region’s Scavenger 
Hunt cards (specific answers: the biggest riding is Nunavut at 2,093,190 km2 

and the smallest is Papineau at 9.91 km2) to each group along with the Route 
338 Fast Fact cards (colour-coded by region) for that region. After they 
are finished, come together as a class, discuss their findings and the  
following questions:  

•	 What are some of the most rural/urban ridings?

Grade level
 Z Intermediate

time required
 Z 75–100 minutes

at the end of this activity, 
students will…

 Z locate federal electoral  
ridings on a map;

 Z learn how ridings are chosen  
and updated;

 Z compare ridings based on 
demographics and  
physical geography;

 Z analyze patterns and trends in 
riding distribution 
and demographics.

materials
 Z Route 338 Fast Fact cards (338)
 Z Scavenger Hunt cards (6)
 Z blank map of Canada card (1)
 Z Coloured construction paper in 
various colours (not provided)

 Z laptop, tablet or smart device with 
internet access

set-up
make copies of the blank map of 
Canada card for each student. 
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•	 looking at the ridings in a city, compare them to those found in a more rural 
riding. Why are there so many more ridings in the small metro area versus the 
larger rural riding?

•	 Compare the number of ridings among different regions (West vs Centre, East 
vs North, etc.). What are some possible factors that could benefit or present 
challenges among the different regions? (How to get fresh produce and food 
supplies to the Far North in a cost-effective way, how to share resources from 
region to region in an environmentally responsible way, North vs. South, etc.)

In the same groups, have students collect all the Route 338 Fast Facts cards for their 
region. Ask each group of students to look at the similarities and differences among the 
ridings in their region. once students have analyzed their region, have them share three 
similarities and three differences among their ridings with the rest of the class. 

conclusion
End the activity by having the whole class look at the latest demographic information 
from Statistics Canada (statcan.gc.ca/eng/start). Students will be able to compare 
the current electoral ridings with this information. They may even want to look at the 
evolution of a couple of ridings’ boundaries and names. (lop.parl.ca/About/Parliament/
FederalRidingsHistory/hfer.asp?language=E&Search=R) Next, ask students to look at 
the current boundaries of the electoral ridings on the map and discuss whether they 
think the boundaries accurately or inaccurately represent the Canadian population by 
age, first language, ethnic group, income, employment, etc. Finally, in small groups or 
individually, have students use the blank map of Canada card to draw their own updated 
electoral riding map and explain their changes to the class.

extend your geographic thinking
Have students read more about the ridings in their assigned region from the development 
on the Route 338 website (route338.ca) with a focus on the ethnocultural-linguistic 
composition. What languages are spoken in these ridings? What ethnicities and cultures 
are there? As a class, have students decide on a colour legend to represent the different 
ethnicities, cultures, and languages. For each riding in their region, have them use 
coloured construction paper to represent the ethnicities, cultures, and languages, by 
placing the coloured paper in the ridings according to which ones are present. At the 
end, have them sit back and admire the mosaic that is Canada.
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Introduction  
Explain to students that they are going to look at the population of different ridings. 
They will have to calculate the population density of their riding. To introduce 
students to the concept, have a few volunteers stand in the chain circles so there 
is one student per circle. Now have two more students go into each circle. Explain 
that the population density went up to three people per circle and the population 
is evenly distributed. Now have one student move into another circle so that there 
are two in one and four in the other. Explain that the population density is unevenly 
distributed, even though the population itself has stayed the same. Next, have six 
people in two circles, so there are three people per circle. Explain that in reality, 
people are not perfectly and evenly distributed across the land. Although we move 
about and some places are more densely populated than others, the formula to 
calculate the population density remains the same: Population divided by area, 
usually in km2, gives you the number of people per unit of area. Ask students 
to guess which provinces or territories have the highest and lowest population 
densities and to explain their thinking. Explain that Prince Edward Island has the 
highest due to its small size and that Nunavut has the lowest, as it’s a huge territory 
with a small population.

development
Each student will receive a Riding Profile card and select a federal riding Route 338 
Fast Fact card to learn more about its human population, with a focus on Indigenous 
communities, language minorities and visible minorities. They may choose to use 
the Route 338 and Statistics Canada websites to explore these concepts in more 
detail if internet access is available. They will also use Statistics Canada (statcan.
gc.ca/eng/subjects/index?mm=1) to explore the languages, ethnicities, professions, 
religions, etc. of their chosen riding and compare them across the country. After 
students have filled out their Riding Profile card, have them use blocks to illustrate 
the population density. Have the class decide how many people each block or 
colour of blocks represent. Each block could represent 100s or 1000s depending 
on the situation. Alternatively, students may share all their population densities, 
determine brackets of high, medium and low density and assign each one a colour. 
Students then place a piece of construction paper of a particular colour over the 
riding on the map to represent their density bracket. Have students stand back from 
the map and look for patterns. Have students share their findings with the class and 
discuss the trends and patterns they see on the map, such as visible minorities (e.g., 
Where are certain ethnicities living? Why do you think they are there?), Indigenous 
communities (e.g., Where are certain Indigenous communities located? Why are 
they there?), and language minorities (e.g., Where are Francophones living outside 
of Quebec? Why in those particular places?). 

Grade level
 Z Intermediate

time required
 Z 60–75 minutes

at the end of this activity, 
students will…

 Z calculate population density  
and classify it based on high  
or low density;

 Z understand the difference 
between population distribution 
and population density;

 Z use inquiry skills to determine the 
demographic of a federal riding, 
suggest possible factors which 
influenced these characteristics 
and present their findings;

 Z determine how a riding’s 
demographic influences  
decision making.

materials
 Z Route 338 Fast Fact cards (338)
 Z Riding Profile cards (1)
 Z Chains (2)
 Z blank map of Canada card (1)
 Z blocks or other items to represent 
population groups (optional)

 Z Construction paper in red, yellow 
and green (optional)

 Z laptop, tablet or smart device  
with internet access

set-up
Set out a few chains in circles that are 
the same size anywhere on the map. 
make copies of the Riding Profile card 
and the blank map of Canada card for 
each student. 
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conclusion
Have students use blocks to represent the demographics of the riding, such as 
the ethnocultural diversity and languages. For example, if five per cent of a riding’s 
population are first-generation immigrants, then students could place five blocks on 
the riding and phrase it as, “Five out of 100 are first-generation immigrants in this 
riding.” They could also fold the construction paper to cover five per cent of the riding. 
As a class, compare and contrast the demographics of the ridings. What patterns do 
you see regarding languages spoken and different ethnic and cultural groups? discuss 
how these trends could influence what decisions are made. If a riding has a lot of first-
generation immigrants from one particular country, how might that influence the voting 
tendency in that riding? What benefits and challenges might the people in this riding 
face? Explain your thinking.

extend your geographic thinking
Explain to students that political boundaries are imaginary; there are no actual lines. 
Working in small groups or individually, give students the blank map of Canada card and 
have them explore a different way to divide the country up for elections based on what 
they have observed with the demographics of the ridings. Have them share their maps 
with the class and explain their reasoning.
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Introduction  
Ask students to make a quick schedule of an average week of their tasks and 
responsibilities related to home and school. once completed, using a whole class 
discussion, ask students if they think they have a lot of responsibilities, and what do 
they think would happen if they did not take care of their responsibilities at home, 
school, or both.

Explain to students that, just as school is their “workplace”, members of Parliament 
(mPs) have a workplace. Ask students if they know where that workplace is, or the 
name of the special building where they meet. Explain that just as students have 
a home, mPs come from different areas of Canada called “ridings”, where their 
homes are. Similarly, students have responsibilities, as do mPs. Ask students if they 
know what mPs do or what their responsibilities are. do students think an mP’s 
responsibilities are different when they’re on Parliament Hill compared to when 
they’re at home in their ridings?

Tell students they’re going to examine what mPs do by looking at a sample of an 
average week in the House of Commons. They will then watch a few videos to 
gain a realistic view of the daily roles and responsibilities of real mPs, record their 
observations, and discuss their findings with the class.

development
Working in pairs on a device with internet access, ask students to go to: lop.parl.
ca/About/Parliament/Education/ourcountryourparliament/html_booklet/day-life-
member-parliament-e.html. Ask students to review the description of A day in 
the life of a member of Parliament and look through the sample weekly schedule. 
discuss any questions they may have about unfamiliar words. Ask students to 
share their observations about the activities in a day and in a week. Have them 
compare this with their own daily/weekly responsibilities made earlier. Next, go 
to the CPAC Route 338 website (route338.ca) to A day in the life videos – In the 
Riding . Choose any two videos, one of which must feature a francophone mP. 
While one student watches the first video, the second student uses A day in the 
life of an mP in Their Riding card to record times, days, places and events the mP 
goes to. once completed, students switch roles; student two watches the second 
video, while student one records times, places and events on A day in the life 
of an mP in their Riding card. once completed, students repeat the process by 
choosing any two videos from A day in the life – on the Hill, one of which must 
feature a francophone mP. using the A day in the life of an mP on Parliament 
Hill card, students again record the times, places and events the mPs go to when 
on Parliament Hill. The two students will then look at the notes they made of the 
mPs’ work in their ridings and compare those with the notes they made of mPs’ 
work on Parliament Hill and jot down their observations (similarities and 

Grade level
 Z Intermediate

time required
 Z 60–75 minutes

at the end of this activity, 
students will…

 Z understand the roles and 
responsibilities of members  
of Parliament (mPs);

 Z understand the work mPs 
do when they’re in ottawa 
(Parliament Hill);

 Z understand the work mPs do 
when they’re in their ridings;

 Z use a map scale to  
calculate distance.

materials
 Z Paper 
 Z Writing tools
 Z Chains 
 Z Pylons
 Z A day in the life of an mP  
in Their Riding card (1)

 Z A day in the life of an mP  
on Parliament Hill card (1)

 Z laptop, tablet or smart device  
with access to the internet

 Z lop.parl.ca
 Z CPAC RouTE 338:  
•	Day in the Life Videos – On the 
Hill (four to six mins each) 
•	Day in the Life Videos – In the 
Riding (four to six mins each)

set-up
make copies of the A day in the life of 
an mP in Their Riding card and the A 
day in the life of an mP on Parliament 
Hill card for each student.
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differences between their responsibilities in their ridings and when they’re working 
on Parliament Hill. Approximately how many hours do they spend per day taking care 
of their responsibilities in their riding? on Parliament Hill? etc.). Finally, each pair of 
students will use the map’s scale to calculate the distance between ottawa and the 
constituency office for each mP they viewed and determine which mPs live closest and 
farthest away from ottawa. Have students take into account direct or stop-over flights 
and different modes of transportation when calculating the distance. Have students use 
the chains and pylons to map out the journey of a few mPs who live the farthest away 
from ottawa. 
 

conclusion
In a whole class discussion, allow students to share observations from the work they 
did in pairs. Ask students if they noticed similarities or differences between an mP’s 
responsibilities at home compared with responsibilities when they’re working on 
Parliament Hill. Ask students if they think the work and responsibilities of an mP in 
their riding and on Parliament Hill are important. Is one more important than the other? 
Why or why not? Explain their thinking using examples from the videos. discuss which 
mP’s constituency offices are the farthest from ottawa, which are closer, and whether 
that matters when fulfilling their responsibilities. Why or why not?

extend your geographic thinking
In a whole class discussion, ask students what they think would happen if mPs did not 
carry out their responsibilities at home? on Parliament Hill? based on the day in the life 
videos and the sample House of Commons schedule, do students think they would like 
to be an mP? Why or why not? What do they think is the most challenging part of being 
an mP? What do they think would be the most enjoyable part of being an mP? look at 
social media for a particular mP, such as the minister of the Environment and Climate 
Change, or brainstorm possible events that an mP might attend over a few weeks, and 
track a week or two of their events on the map with the pylons and chains. Calculate the 
total number of kilometres travelled.
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Introduction  
Explain to students that Canada is a constitutional monarchy (a form of government 
where monarchs act as heads of state, but their powers are kept within the 
constitution). For instance, once the Senate approves a bill, the Governor General 
gives the bill Royal Assent on behalf of the Queen. It is a nod to tradition. Refresh 
students’ memories about the roles of different branches and levels of government 
using the cards from Activity 3. 

map out the life of Governor General Julie Payette using the pylons to mark the 
notable events in her life, and chains to connect them chronologically.

development
break the class up into small groups and assign a role to explore, such as how 
people become members of Parliament, Senators or Supreme Court Justices. 
Students may choose a current mP, Senator or Supreme Court Justice from parl.
ca/, sencanada.ca/en/senators/ or scc-csc.ca/, respectively. using the life of 
Parliamentarians/Senators/Justices card as a research guide and the beyond 
Politics episodes (cpac.ca/en/programs/beyond-politics/), students will explore 
the life of parliamentarians/senators/justices, including:

•	 Speaker of the House
•	 Speaker of the Senate
•	 member of Parliament of their choice
•	 Cabinet ministers 
•	 Prime minister
•	 Senators
•	 Justices 

once all students have completed the research for their person, they can use the 
chains and pylons to map out that person’s life, focusing on the process by which 
they became elected to their position.
 

Grade level
 Z Intermediate/Senior

time required
 Z 60–75 minutes

at the end of this activity, 
students will…

 Z learn how the Governor General, 
the Prime minister, members 
of Parliament, Senators and 
Supreme Court Justices are 
elected or appointed;

 Z identify key people and their  
roles in Canada’s democracy.

materials
 Z Governor General’s  
biography card (1)

 Z Pylons
 Z Chains
 Z Comparison Table card (1)
 Z life of Parliamentarians/Senators/
Justices card (1)

 Z laptop, tablet or smart device  
with internet access

set-up
make copies of the life of 
Parliamentarians/Senators/Justices 
card for each group of two or 
three students and copies of the 
Comparison Table card for  
all students. 
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conclusion
Have students choose one of the following ways to demonstrate their learning: 

•	 TImElINE: Show important people and milestones in the assigned person’s 
life, electronically or as a visual art activity. 

•	 moCK FACEbooK/TWITTER:  Create a timeline of the person’s life, including 
conversations they would have between the assigned person and “friends” 
in that person’s life. Students could link to a piece of legislation which their 
person was instrumental in pushing forward, and  people who supported their 
endeavor could “like” it. 

•	 GAmE SHoW: Students pick a parliamentarian/senator/justice and portray that 
person in a game show scenario in which each “contestant” has two minutes 
to convince the class to pick them for the “Peoples’ Choice Award”. They must 
introduce themselves and describe their most impressive political/judicial 
accomplishment. A Q&A portion could be included where each contestant is 
asked a question from the “audience” and teachers could pick “contestants” 
randomly or group them together, so that everyone participates.

•	 muSIC mASH-uP: Students pick a parliamentarian/ senator/justice and create 
a list of songs relevant/appropriate to the accomplishments of their chosen 
person. They could then create a video mash-up of the songs with images 
and/or written slides explaining the relevancy of that particular song to the 
accomplishments of that person. 

•	 QuIZ mASTER: Students pick a parliamentarian/senator/justice and create a 
short quiz about that person’s life and accomplishments (True/False, multiple 
choice, etc.); students could either quiz each other or exchange quizzes.

Have students present their learning with the class and fill out their Comparison 
Table card. 

extend your geographic thinking
Students will research the roles and responsibilities of the Governor General or 
Senators to answer the following question: What is their role? Students may use 
CPAC’S documentary Rideau Hall: Inside Canada’s House (cpac.ca/en/rideauhall/). 
Have students reflect on how the roles and responsibilities of the Governor General 
and Senators affect Canadians from across the country.
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Introduction  
begin by asking everyone to sit or stand in a circle. Start by saying your name and 
talking about yourself, making geographic references when possible (“my name is 
_____. I have ___ siblings. I am originally from _______. I once lived in the federal 
riding of ______. I speak _______ and ________ at home.”, etc.). As soon as a 
student has something in common with you, he/she yells “Connect!” and shares 
how he/she is connected (eg. “Connect! I speak that language too!”). While hanging 
on to the loose end of the chain, pass the chain to the student who has a connection 
with you. This first student hangs onto the chain, begins talking about themselves 
just as you did until a second student makes a connection with them and shares that 
connection with the group. The first student hangs onto their section of the chain 
and passes the rest to the second student. Continue in this way until everyone is 
holding onto a section of chain. use as many chains to continue to link the students 
as necessary. Conclude by asking students what they see and what they think that 
might mean about them as a group (eg. big mess of linked chains, we are unique 
individuals but the crisscrossing strands of chain show we have things in common 
and are all interconnected)?

Explain to students that just like a classroom, Canada is made up of individuals with 
different backgrounds and experiences. When a new student arrives, adjustments 
are made by the class and the new student (eg. a new desk and chair are added, 
the new student learns class routines, classmates get to know the new student). 
The same is true of Canada, but, as the second-largest country in the world by 
area, it’s on a much larger scale. most recent statistics show more than 20 per cent 
of our population is made up of immigrants. That means approximately one out 
of every five people was born in another country. As Canada’s identity continues 
to be shaped by the cultures, traditions, experiences, and languages of founding 
Indigenous peoples, immigrants, and the growing number of their descendants, 
the challenge is to hear and be heard; to identify areas of need and seek solutions; 
and to share and exchange ideas respecting diversity and regional interests while 
being conscious of our connection to other Canadians in ways we may not have 
realized (like the chain activity).

development
Have students watch an episode of a program called Outburst at cpac.ca/en/
programs/outburst/. You may wish to share its description with students to give 
them an idea of the issues addressed. Outburst examines a wide variety of regional, 
national and international issues summarized in each episode’s description (what 
makes your region unique, bullying in schools, influence of social media on politics, 
fairness for Indigenous peoples, etc.). Each episode is divided into four segments 
(four to six minutes in duration) separated by a set of brain teasers. Each segment has 
a brief introduction to the issue followed by a relevant question and candid 
responses from regular people randomly stopped on the streets, from 
different parts of Canada (“streeters”). After watching a segment, students 
will become familiar with ideas and opinions from Canadians across the 

Grade level
 Z Intermediate/Senior

time required
 Z 60–75 minutes

at the end of this activity, 
students will…

 Z distinguish between fact and 
personal opinion;

 Z identify possible influences of 
ethnocultural and linguistic 
diversity in shaping  
Canadian society;

 Z demonstrate an understanding of 
regional, federal or international 
events and the impact they may 
have on public opinion and views 
of citizenship;

 Z identify social, political, and/
or cultural challenges and 
opportunities facing  
Canadian society;

 Z locate regions on a map and 
evaluate whether or not the 
surrounding human (culture, 
ethnicity, etc.) and physical 
(natural environment) geography 
influence opinions and ideas.

materials
 Z Chains 
 Z Pylons
 Z Word on the Street card (1)
 Z Ticket out the door card (1)
 Z laptop, tablet or smart device  
with internet access

set-up
make copies of the Word on the Street 
card and the Ticket out the door card 
for each student. 
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country, note similarities and differences in viewpoints, and gain insight into advantages 
and challenges faced by Canada’s different regions. Advise students to take note of the 
fact that the show gives regular people an opportunity to voice their opinion on national 
television. People across Canada are randomly stopped on the street and asked to respond 
to questions on matters of importance; their responses are called “streeters”. 

using the Word on the Street card, students should examine their assigned (or 
chosen) Outburst segment:

1. identifying the issue as provincial/territorial, regional, national, or international 
in scope and locating the issue on the map with a pylon, if possible;

2. describing diverse viewpoints, noting ethnocultural, linguistic, or regional 
references, if any (advantages and challenges faced by different regions, groups 
of people, etc.);

3. explaining the role of citizens, institutions, and governments (municipal, 
provincial/territorial/federal) as mentioned in the show;

4. summarizing new ideas or lessons, as well as questions arising as a result of 
watching the segment.

conclusion
offer students an opportunity to consolidate their learning by analyzing and evaluating 
their respective show segments in a whole class discussion. Possible questions:

•	 Is it important to give regular people an opportunity to weigh in on issues? Were 
there more facts or opinions? Is that important? How effective were streeters in 
helping you understand the issue?

•	 Were different ethnocultural, linguistic, or regional ideas represented by the 
streeters? To what extent, if any, does that matter?

•	 How do you think that geographic location (physical landscape and human 
geography, such as cultural background, languages, age, etc.) played a part in 
the streeters’ point of view on the issue? Explain your thinking.

•	 did you notice similarities or differences in opinions across Canada’s regions? 
Explain using examples. use pylons to indicate the different regions and use 
the chains to link those that are similar. What patterns do you notice?

Finally, each student should reflect on what they’ve learned by submitting a completed 
Ticket out the door card.

extend your geographic thinking
Encourage students to pursue the answer to one of their additional questions by 
conducting research and presenting their findings to the class. Alternatively, consider 
encouraging students to produce their own Outburst segment addressing an issue 
relevant to their school or community, with clear links to geography. Prior to recording 
their streeters, students should preplan by creating a list of “must haves” (must have an 
introduction, an open-ended question, opinions from different groups, interesting facts, 
etc.). Finished segments can be shown in class or presented to the deciding body (ie. if 
the segment is about what students want in their new playground it could be shown to 
the Parent-Teacher Committee for consideration).
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Introduction  
Although this activity uses a circle it could also be done in pairs situated around 
the room, in lines, etc. divide the class in half on the map. one half of the class 
stands in a circle facing outward. This is the inner circle. The other half of the class 
forms an outer circle by standing and facing the students from the inner circle. 
Ask all students to think of an event that happened in their lives which their inner/
outer circle partner isn’t familiar with but that they’re willing to share with their 
inner/outer circle partner. Each student keeps the event to themselves for the time 
being. once they’re ready, let students know the inner circle will have two minutes 
to share their event with their outer circle partner. The outer circle partner is not 
allowed to respond or say anything, just listen. After two minutes expire, switch. 
The outer circle partner shares their event with their inner circle partner for two 
minutes, without their partner saying anything.  After time expires, hand out a paper 
and writing tool to each student. Tell them they have two minutes to summarize 
in writing everything they think was important about the event their inner/outer 
circle partner shared with them. After time expires, ask students to exchange their 
summary papers with their partners. Ask students to read their partner’s summary 
and evaluate whether or not their partner was able to recall all the important 
information factually.

In a general class discussion, ask students to share their findings. For example:
•	 by a show of hands, how many thought their partner recalled all the 

important facts?
•	 by a show of hands, how many thought their partner recalled important 

information, but some of the facts weren’t quite correct?
•	 What factors do you think led to your partner’s summary after two minutes 

of solid listening?
•	 If your partner shared your event with someone else, raise your hand if 

you think that third person would have an accurate idea of your event. 
Why or why not?

Have students draw parallels between what they have just experienced and what it 
might be like to be a journalist (eg. gathering information, reporting on it) as well 
as reflect on being the source of a story about a specific event (eg. did your partner 
describe your event accurately? Was your partner factual in their description or did 
you hear examples of personal interpretation?).

Have some students stand on each coast of Canada on the map. How does 
information pass from one coast to the other? What are some challenges in 
communicating across long distances? Explain to students that since we cannot 
witness every newsworthy event for ourselves, we rely on outside sources to keep us 
informed. These sources of news are often referred to as “media.”

Ask students if they can name examples of different kinds of news or 
media sources (radio, Tv, newspapers, magazines, online columns, social 

Grade level
 Z Senior

time required
 Z 60–75 minutes

at the end of this activity, 
students will…

 Z understand that the media is  
a representation of reality;

 Z identify and explain the purpose of 
different roles in news reporting;

 Z identify and explain the purpose 
of specific components of a  
news story;

 Z distinguish between fact  
and opinion, news reporting  
and commentary;

 Z identify advantages and challenges 
of contemporary media;

 Z explain the role media plays in 
Canada and around the world;

 Z locate significant events on a map 
and evaluate whether or not the 
surrounding human and physical 
(natural environment) geography 
influenced the events.

materials
 Z blank piece of paper the size of a 
filing card

 Z Writing tools 
 Z Timer
 Z media matters task cards (4)
 Z Route 338 Fast Fact cards (338)
 Z Pylons
 Z Chains
 Z laptop, tablet or smart device with 
internet access

set-up
make copies of media matters task 
cards for each group. Every student 
should have a copy of one of four tasks 
that to which have been assigned.
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media, etc.). The media helps us stay informed by communicating events here and 
around the world. but people who work in the media face challenges getting the news 
to us.

Ask students if they can think of any challenges people working in media might face 
(danger in war-torn countries, people refusing to speak with them, checking if people 
are telling the truth, working on a deadline, etc.). Ask students if they can think of any 
challenges faced by specific types of media (news breaks on popular music stations are 
short, newspapers and magazines require printing and distribution time, social media 
access may be restricted or unavailable in some countries, etc.).

development
Explain to students they will be working in small groups to investigate a key idea about 
media through one of the following four tasks. distribute copies for each student of one 
particular media matters task card to each group.

1. Got Questions? Get answers! 
resource: Seven Telling Times on the CPAC Route 338 website  
(cpac.ca/en/programs/telling-times/); French interpretation available 
duration: Approximately three to nine mins. per show 
description: Students choose, or are assigned, one Telling Times mini-
documentary which is summarized in each story’s website description. While 
viewing the mini-documentary students use the Got Questions? Get Answers! 
handout to conduct an analysis of the who, what, when, where, why, and how of 
the story. When possible, have them locate the story on the map using pylons 
and chains, and note pertinent physical and human geography. For example, for 
the Telling Times on the Canadian Pacific Railway, students can locate mountains 
on the map and explain the challenges to lay the track through the Rockies and 
the challenge of finding labourers. Where would they come from?  Students 
then find an online written media source on the same topic (online news article, 
magazine, encyclopedia, etc.) and repeat the same analysis. Finally, students 
consolidate their learning by identifying advantages and challenges of broadcast 
and online written media sources.

2. fact, commentary, and opinion: friends or foes? 
resource: Six PrimeTime Politics – The Letters feature news stories  
(cpac.ca/en/cpac-in-focus/letters-access-information/);  
French interpretation available 
duration:  approx. 17–26 mins. per show 
description: Students choose, or are assigned, one PrimeTime Politics: The 
Letters feature story which is summarized in each story’s website description. 
For example, educators may choose to assign stories reflecting the current 
area of study (ethnocultural, linguistic, regional, national, etc.). While viewing 
the news story and the studio interview that follows, students use the Fact, 
Commentary, and opinion handout to categorize statements made by the 
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narrator, interview subjects, and guests, as well as to record observations 
and ideas concerning the role of the news anchor, Peter van dusen. using 
pylons, have students locate on the map the places that interview subjects 
came from. What role does their local physical and human geography play 
in the facts and their opinion of the story? Finally, students will consolidate 
what they’ve learned by developing working definitions distinguishing 
between fact, commentary, and opinion, by evaluating whether or not news 
commentary is important in relaying news and by determining whether or 
not news commentary plays a role in the democratic process.

3. check Please! 
resource: PrimeTime Politics Weekend mP panel discussion  
(cpac.ca/en/programs/primetime-politics-weekend/);  
French interpretation available 
duration: approx. 10–12 mins 
task: PrimeTime Politics Weekend examines a variety of weekly, topical 
news stories summarized in each show’s website description. Each show 
is between 40 minutes to one hour, however, students only use the panel 
discussion segment (roughly 10–12 minutes). News anchor martin 
Stringer introduces and recaps the week’s top political news stories to be 
addressed in the episode. If students are already familiar with the topics 
at issue, the introduction segment of the program may be skipped. using 
pylons, have students locate on the map the places of significance in the 
news story, including the ridings of the mPs. Have them consider the roles 
played by physical and human geography in the news story. Following 
the introduction, the previously mentioned topics are analyzed in a panel 
discussion featuring mPs from different political parties. Students choose, 
or are assigned, one topic discussed during the mPs’ panel discussion. 
While watching the discussion, students use the Check Please! handout 
to track statements presented as facts by the mPs. Students then perform 
research to check the accuracy of mPs’ statements. Finally, students 
consolidate their learning by reflecting on the advantages and challenges 
the mPs faced in communicating their side of the story, and by determining 
whether or not fairness, balance, and accuracy were important to the panel 
discussion. They can also consider whether these elements are important to 
the democratic process, given the growing number of contributors posting 
their perspectives on social media and elsewhere.

4. head to toe: Parts of a Whole 
resource: Political Headlines (cpac.ca/en/headlines/);  
duration: varies depending on student’s reading level; lengths of articles vary 
task: Students choose, or are assigned, one written news story from 
Political Headlines. using pylons, have students locate on the map the 
places of significance in the news story. Have them consider the roles 
played by physical and human geography in the news story. using 
the Head to Toe handout, students examine the story by focusing 
on specific parts: the headline, the lead, the body (including key 

[...]
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ideas, quotations, etc.), and the ending. Students assess the effectiveness of 
each part as they relate to the whole by citing examples from the news story 
to support their ideas. Finally, students will consolidate their learning by 
developing a working definition for the term “headline,” by assessing whether 
or not headlines are a valuable part of media literacy, using examples from 
their task to support their ideas. They should demonstrate their learning by 
suggesting a different headline for the Political Headlines news story, or by 
creating a headline for a relevant, current event of their choice.

conclusion
Each group summarizes their observations and develops a collaboratively created 
statement about their key focus area using examples from their task to support their 
ideas. As classroom specialists for each key idea, each group shares their learning by 
presenting their findings to the class and responding to questions. Following all four 
presentations, students will have a broader and deeper awareness of media, as well as 
the advantages and challenges faced by different sources and their intended audiences.

extend your geographic thinking
Is the role of Canadian media unique? does media function the same around the world? 
Students may wish to explore the role of Canadian media compared to media in other 
democratic nations or state-run media in other countries. How does the Canadian 
media compare to other international media with respect to their role in the democratic 
process? To what extent does ownership of multiple media outlets (paper, television, 
radio, online, etc.) help or hinder the democratic process?

Consider inviting a member, or members, of different media outlets to your classroom 
to discuss their work with your students (why did they enter media, advantages, 
disadvantages, etc.). Encourage your students to prepare questions prior to the visit to 
extend ideas raised in this task and explore new ones evolving from discussion.
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Introduction  
Ask students why laws are important. How are laws made? Can anyone make a 
law? Form eight groups, hand out one Step to Passing a bill card to each group. 
Have students read the description of the step and determine the order of process. 
use the Steps to a bill becoming a law teacher reference card to assist. Present 
students with five examples of bills using the bill card as a guide to give some 
information about each.

development
divided into five groups, students will choose one of the five presented bills and 
research it based on the bill card. using the giant floor map, the pylons and chains, 
students will present their bill to the class, making sure to present clearly on the 
map who benefitted from the bill and who did not. How has this bill transformed 
Canada? They can situate on the map the events that spurred the bill into being and 
discuss the impact on Canadians. 

Next, students will examine the difference between a bill and a private members’ 
bill. Generally, a private bill handles matters that are private or are of special interest 
to specific corporations or individuals. Students will follow the steps for making a 
bill into a law. Assign each student a role in the bill passing process (Speaker of 
the House of Commons, Speaker of the Senate, members of Parliament, Senators, 
ministers, Prime minister, Committee members, Governor General), reviewing the 
roles of each person from Activity 8, if required. Have students vote on which bill 
they would like to debate from the following private members’ bills:  

•	 C-278, Act to respect a day to increase public awareness of epilepsy; 
•	 C-210, Amend the National Anthem Act (gender); 
•	 S-201, Genetic Non-discrimination Act; or 
•	 C-262, united Nations declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples Act. 

more information about each may be found on the Private members’ bills teacher 
reference card. They may choose others from openparliament.ca/. Facilitate a debate 
about each topic and ask students to use the map to explain their opinions. They 
may use the Route 338 Fast Fact cards to better understand the ridings involved. 

Grade level
 Z Senior

time required
 Z 60–75 minutes

at the end of this activity, 
students will…

 Z understand and apply the steps in 
the process of passing bills and 
private members’ bills; 

 Z determine the difference between 
a bill and a private members’ bill;

 Z identify importance of bills  
and laws;

 Z reflect on the process of passing 
bills, and its role and its efficacy in 
representing Canadians.

materials
 Z Steps to a bill becoming  
a law cards (8)

 Z Steps to a bill becoming a law 
teacher reference card (1)

 Z bill card (1)
 Z Route 338 Fast Fact cards (338)
 Z Private members’ bills teacher 
reference card (1)

 Z Pylons
 Z Chains
 Z laptop, tablet or smart device  
with internet access

set-up
Read the Steps to a bill becoming a 
law teacher reference card, the Private 
members’ bills teacher reference card 
and the bill card ahead of time to 
facilitate discussion. make copies of 
the bill card for each group.
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conclusion
Have students stand on a riding and make sure that at least one riding from every 
province or territory has someone. Give one chain to every province or territory and link 
it to ottawa where one student will be holding onto all the chains. Every student in every 
province or territory must hold onto the chain of their province or territory. Ask students 
to explain how this setup relates to democracy in Canada. (Essentially, voices and 
opinions from across Canada are linked to ottawa, where decisions reflecting the country 
are made.) Ask students what they think about the bill passing process. Could there be 
a better process? does this process best represent the voices of Canadians? Why or why 
not? How would they change it? They may use the pylons and more chains to represent 
their ideas (e.g., add more chains to each province and territory or more to some than 
others to symbolize more representation or stronger representation in ottawa).

extend your geographic thinking
discuss with students why certain issues are proposed to be dealt with as bills (safety, 
response to an event, etc.). Have students brainstorm issues at school that need to 
be addressed. How would they solve them? Have a group put together a solution 
and propose it as a bill. Assign roles (Speaker of the House of Commons, Speaker of 
the Senate, members of Parliament, Senators, ministers, Prime minister, Committee 
members, Governor General) to the other students and go through the steps to pass a 
bill. If possible, have the “bill” implemented in the school.
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